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ABSTRACT 
This thesis presents a methodology for evaluating the 
s. 
performance of models . for forecasting highly variable 
data. Industrial data from a medium-sized domestic 
manufacturing firm, referred to as AJAX Corporation for 
the purposes of this thesis, was used to demonstrate the 
methodology and to evaluate AJAX's current forecast model. 
The models evaluated are: 
1. Single exponential smoothing 
2. Linear exponential smoothing 
a. Holt's two-parameter method 
b. Brown's one-parameter method 
3. Adaptive methods 
a. Brown's method 
b. Adaptive response rate 
c. Author modified Brown's one-parameter method 
4. AJAX weighted moving average method 
A complete data analysis was .performed which 
determined the statistical characteristics of the demand 
data and determined the underlying patterns in the 
original  demand data  time-series.  The time-series were 
then partitioned Into  random  and  non-random  groups  as 
indicated by the Box-Pierce Q-statistic analysis. 
Each of the forecasting methods was applied to the 
groups of time-series. The performance of the models on 
each time-series group was evaluated using the Theil's 
U-statistic and the mean absolute percentage error 
criteria. The Aspln-Welsh Test was used to determine if 
there were any significant performance differences. 
The results of the data analysis and the statistical 
significance tests indicated that the Holt's 
two-parameter, single exponential smoothing, and the 
author modified Brown's one parameter models showed 
significantly better performance for the noisy environment 
experienced by AJAX Corporation. Recommendations were 
made to AJAX Corporation to replace their current 
forecasting model with the author modified Brown's 
one-parameter based method. Details of a tracking signal 
method to monitor the performance of the model is also 
presented. 
CHAPTER^! 
INTRODUCTION 
The purpose for existence of any manufacturing 
concern is to make money. If the firm cannot make money 
it will soon go out of business. In order to earn a 
profit the manufacturing firm must market a product which 
is desired by someone. Therefore, in order to produce 
this product and obtain a profit the manufacturing firm 
has three fundamental and primary objectives: 
1. To provide maximum customer service. 
2. To minimize the investment in inventory. 
3. To  efficiently  utilize   the   plant's 
productive facilities. 
In order that these three objectives can be met, a plan 
must be devised which gives direction to the firm. This 
plan should delineate the goals of the company and direct 
the control of the productive facilities. 
A realistic plan which provides adequate control and 
feedback must be devised. The development of this plan 
will require accurate  information to insure realistic 
goals. An effective manufacturing control system provides 
the user with the information to allow the efficient 
utilization of resources, the ability to control the 
manufacturing plan and the ability to measure the progress 
in meeting the plan. Thus, future Derformance is 
dependent upon the quality of the current Plans. 
It is not enough to Know that the company will sell a 
certain product, but the company needs to know when and 
how much of the product will be sold. Given these 
projections of future demand, it must be realized that 
manufacturing planning is not an isolated, one-time 
activity executed once per year. Rather, planning is a 
dynamic process, constantly monitoring, adjusting and 
further defining the plan as time elapses. Efficient 
planning, therefore, results from the Knowledge of how 
well the productive resources provided have been utilized, 
as well as Knowing which productive resources should be 
made available in thevfuture. 
It is important to realize that the production 
capacity available to a manufacturing firm is not fixed at 
any point in time. The capacity is determined in part by 
the product mix and the productivity and efficiency given 
the specific product mix.  Therefore, in order to maximize 
tne utilization of the productive facilities and determine 
the capacity of the firm, realistic product forecasts must 
be generated. These product forecasts will allow the 
determination of the product mix and the resulting plant 
capacity and therefore provide the basis for the efficient 
allocation of the,productive facilities. 
The various interrelationshios of the elements of 
manufacturing control are presented in Figure 1. 
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These  elements  of  manufacturing control  can 
grouped into the following modules: 
1.  Master Scheduling 
a. Forecasting 
b. Master Schedule updating 
be 
c. Customer Order Processing 
2. Material Planning and Control 
a. Inventory Control 
o. Material Requirements Planning (MRP) 
3. Capacity Planning 
a. Long Term 
b. Short Term 
4. Priority Determination 
a. Releasing, Dispatching and Production Control 
b. Purchasing 
c. Short Term Scheduling 
If the master scheduling module can be considered the 
foundation of the manufacturing control process, then the 
forecasting function must be considered the footings. It 
is the generation of acceptable product forecasts which 
drives the manufacturing control system. 
Forecasting for production requirements is the most 
Important element of manufacturing planning. The 
development of realistic forecasts provides direction for 
the firm and allows better overall manufacturing 
management. While there are some companies which seem to 
survive with a haphazard seat-of-the-pants planning 
process, the most successful  firms generally have well 
defined and organized planning processes. These 
manufacturing planning functions are based upon the 
forecasting process. 
The master scheduling process uses information 
generated by the' forecasting system and customer order 
processing in order to satisfy customer demand. This 
thesis, therefore, investigates the feasibility of 
employing alternative forecasting methodologies for AJAX 
Corporation. The work represented by this thesis will 
provide the framework for evaluating various forecasting 
methodologies and allow specific model recommendations. 
The choice of a forecasting methodology is dependent 
upon certain characteristics of the environment in which 
the forecasting system will operate. The factors which 
must be given prime consideration are: v 
1. The amount of data needed in order for the 
system to operate. 
2. The number of products which will be 
forecast. 
3. The capacity and present utilization of the 
data processing equipment and the near 
future demands expected to be placed on  the 
equipment. 
4. The frequency of forecast generation. 
5. The ease of understanding the relationships 
used in the forecasting model: Is the model 
coherent? 
6. The number of terms used in the forecasting 
model: Parsimony, the simpler the model is 
the better it is if it generates acceptable 
forecasts. 
Each of these factors involves an economic 
consideration and since the AJAX Corporation is in 
business to make money the economics of the forecasting 
decision should be of primary importance. 
CHAPTER 2 
MODEL BASIS 
The models chosen for evaluation in this thesis will 
oe explained in this chapter.. The models are all 
time-series models (non-causal) and the data which is to 
oe forecast is component parts used in the assembly of 
finished goods. These finished goods are all for the 
replacement parts market and they are subject to 
independent demand. Essentially, the forecasts are 
generated for what would be considered level two 
components in an MRP system. 
George E. P. Box and Gwilym M. Jenkins in their 
boolc, Time Series Analysis Forecasting and Control. 
provide the following flowchart which depicts the forecast 
model-building stage: 
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In Chapter 1 a list of factors which must be 
considered in choosing a forecasting methodology were 
presented. AJAX Corporation will employ the forecasting 
methodology for more than five thousand products, they are 
presently utilizing their data processing facilities at a 
level greater than ninety percent. Due primarily to these 
two factors, non-causal time-series models were chosen for 
evaluation.   The  non-causal time-series models generally 
r 
require limited data storage requirements and use  little 
computation  time.   It  is for these two reasons that the 
11 
first step of the Box-Jenfcins flowchart,  Figure  2.,  was 
specified by AJAX Corporation for this feasibility study. 
Each of the models chosen for evaluation addresses 
one or more of the shortcomings of moving average 
techniques of forecasting. The non-causal models to be 
investigated in this thesis are: 
1. Single Exponential Smoothing 
2. Adaptive Response  Rate  Single  Exponential 
Smoothing 
? 
3. Brown's One Parameter Adaptive Method 
4. Brown's  One  Parameter  Linear  Exponential 
Smoothing 
5. Holt's  Two Parameter  Linear  Exponential 
Smoothing 
If the forecaster or model builder is given any 
individual time-series it is possible to determine the 
technique or to build a model that most accurately 
describes the time-series. However, when large numbers of 
items are to be forecast a problem of economies presents 
itself:   Should a  statistically rigorous model building 
12 
process be undertaken for each and every different 
time-series which is to be forecast? While a single 
optimal model can be developed for any individual 
time-series, the time-series for each different component 
are usually quite different and the one optimal model 
developed for the single time-series will not adequately 
represent the composite group of time-series. The 
exponential smoothing techniques investigated in this 
paper were chosen because they generally provide adequate 
representation of all of the time-series or at least a 
significant portion of the time-series in a given group. 
The following sections present a discussion of the 
models chosen for investigation and their relative merits 
and disadvantages. 
1 
Single Exponential Smoothing 
The technique of exponential smoothing gets its name 
from the methodology it applies to assign weights to each 
of the past data points in the demand data time-series. 
The moving average technique, from which exponential 
smoothing is a direct outgrowth, assigns equal  weight  to 
1.  Nicholas T.  Thomopoulos, Applied Forecasting Methods 
(Englewood Cliffs:  Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1980), p.  62. 
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each of the N data values used to compute the moving 
average value. Exponential smoothing, on the other hand, 
essentially Includes all of the past data values not just 
the past N data values. Each of the past data values is 
assigned a weight which varies along an exponential 
decaying function. 
Moving average technigues are an effective method of 
forecasting under invariable conditions. Unfortuneately 
for forecasters, most business firms operate under dynamic 
conditions which subject the time-series to many sources 
of variation. The moving average technigue is inadeguate 
under dynamic conditions because of its assigning egual 
weights to each of the past N observations which malces it 
relatively insensitive to what might possibly be important 
changes in the time-series under consideration. In a 
great number of circumstances it is the most recent demand 
values which embody the most information concerning the 
future developments in the time-series and its operating 
conditions. Since the most recent data contains the most 
information about the current behavior of the time-series, 
one would expect relatively more weight to be given to the 
most recent demand values than to the older demand values. 
Thus egual weighting of the past N demand values is held 
as  a major shortcoming of the moving average technigue of 
14 
forecasting. 
A second drawback associated with the moving average 
technique is its data storage requirements. In order that- 
each of the past N demand values may be assigned an equal 
weight, each of these demand values must be stored for 
each individual time-series which requires forecasting. 
This data storage requirement becomes significant when 
large numbers of time-series are to be forecast. 
Exponetlal smoothing was developed to directly 
address the two major disadvantages of the moving average 
technique of forecasting. The general equation form for 
single exponential smoothing is as follows; 
FcstCt+l)=Alpha«Y(t)+(l-Alpha).Fcst(t) (2.1) 
where:  Aiphasweighting constant (smoothing constant). 
nt)=actual demand data for time period t. 
Fcst(t+l)=demand forecast for next time period. 
Fcst(t)=demand forecast for time period t. 
t=the present time period. 
The relative weights assigned to each of the past 
demand data values can be determined by expanding the 
general form, equation (2.1),     of  exponential  smoothing. 
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Substituting the components  for Fcst(t)  into equation 
(2.1) the following equation results: 
Fcst(t+l)=AlPha'Y(t)+(l-AlPha).[Alpha.Y(t-1)♦ 
(l-Aloha)-Fcst(t-l)] 
2 
=Alpha-Y(t)+Alpha-(l-Alpha)-Y(t-l)+(l-Alpha) • 
Fcst(^l) (2.2) 
If this substitution/expansion process is continued 
by substituting for the most distant forecast then it can 
be seen that the most recent data is given the most weight 
and that the weights decrease exponentially to the oldest 
demand value as depicted in the following graphs 
16 
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Figure 3. 
The weights, Alpha, Alpha(l-Aipha) etc., form a 
geometric series whose sum Is one. Since the sum of the 
series is egual to one it is apparent that all of the past 
deuand data values in the time-series are included in the 
generation of the new forecast. Thus the smoothing 
constant, Aloha, controls the number of past demand data 
values that significantly influence the generation of the 
new forecast.  It is apparent through inspection of Figure 
17 
3.  that the smaller-the  value  of  Alpha the  more  the^ 
f 
fluctuations in the original demand data are smoothed out. 
In other words many past demand values are included to a 
significant degree and the forecasting model will react 
more slowly to changes in the pattern of the original 
time-series. Larger values of the smoothing constant 
include fewer numbers of the historical demand, that have 
a significant influence, and therefore the forecasting 
model reacts much more guickly to changes in the Dattern 
of the demand data. The problem of using a large value of 
the smoothing constant is that the forecasting model  may 
respond  to too much random variation and cause the system 
2 
to be overly sensitive. 
At one extreme, when Alpha=l the resulting forecasts 
are identical to the original demand data but lagged one 
time period. When Alpha=l none of the variation in the 
original time-series is removed. The other extreme occurs 
when Aipha=o.  When Alpha=0 the resulting smoothed series 
is  a  constant  horizontal line with a value egual to the 
3 
original smoothed value. 
2. Spyros MaKridaJcis and Steven C. Wheelwhright, 
Forecasting Methods and Applications (New York: John 
Wiley and Sons, 1978), pp.  52-53. 
3. Douglas Wood, Forecasting for Business; Methods and 
Applications (London:  Longman, 1976), p.  71. 
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By rearranging equation (2.1) the following 
equivalent form results: 
Fcst(t+l)=Fcst(t)+Alpha.[Y(t)-F,cst(t)] (2.3) 
From equation (2.3) it is apparent that a forecast 
which is generated by the single exponential smoothing 
method is merely the old forecast plus a fractional 
adjustment for the difference between the old forecast and 
the demand value for the present time oeriod. In this 
form the effects of large and small values of Alpha are 
most easily discernible and that the choice of the 
smoothing constant is a compromise between two conflicting 
objectives: 
1. The elimination or suppression of noise, 
random fluctuations, in the time-series 
data. 
2. A quictc response to true changes in the 
time-series demand pattern. 
The two major advantages of the single exponential 
smoothing methodology over the moving average methodology 
are: 
19 
1. Large data storage files (the sales history 
of the component) are not required. The 
data storage requirements are limited to two 
values, the forecast for the current time < 
period and the smoothing constant, and the 
demand for the current time period is an 
inojit to the system. 
2. The calculation  methodology  is  relatively 
simple and requires little computation time. 
These two advantages represent significant savings over 
the moving average method when thousands of products 
require forecasting. 
The major drawback of single exponential smoothing, 
however, is the fact that the forecasts generated will 
.always lag any trend in the actual demand data 
time-series. This shortcoming is a direct result of the 
choice of the smoothing parameter and its effect can most 
readily be seen through the use of equation (2.3). The 
best that exponential smoothing can do is to adjust the 
forecast for the next time period for some fractional 
percentage, Alpha, of the forecast error which occured 
during the  present time period.  This adjustment is in a 
20 
direction opposite to that of the forecast error. 
Linear Exponential Smoothing 
The reasons for applying single exponential smoothing 
instead of moving averages are the same as those for 
applying linear exponential smoothing instead of linear 
moving averages. Linear moving averages reguire that the 
previous 2N demand data values be stored and then assigns 
egual weights to each of the 2*J demand values in the 
generation of the new forecast. 
The primary advantages of linear exponential 
smoothing over linear moving averages are: 
1. Only three data values and the values for 
the smoothing constants must be stored to 
enable the model to generate forecasts. 
2. Similar to single exponential smoothing, 
linear exponential smoothing assigns 
decreasing weights to all of the past demand 
values. 
21 
in addition to its advantages over linear moving 
averages, linear exponential smoothing was developed to 
overcome tne major shortcoming of single exponential 
smoothing. Whereas single exponential smoothing will lag 
a trend in the original demand data, linear exponential 
smoothing was developed to take into account any trend in 
the original demand data time-series. The two models 
discussed in the following sections were developed to 
adjust for trend using the single exponential smoothing 
methodology as their basis. 
Brown's One-Parameter Linear Exponential Smoothing 
The basic methodology of Brown's one-oarameter linear 
exponential smoothing is quite similar to the linear 
moving average methodology. If a trend is present in the 
original demand data time-series then the forecasts 
generated by the single exponential smoothing methodology 
will lag behind the original time-series. Similarly the 
forecasts generated using a double smoothing methodology 
will lag the original demand data time-series. Brown's 
method of linear exponential smoothing calculates the 
difference between the single exponential smoothed value 
and the double smoothed value.  This difference  is  added 
22 
to  the  single smoothed value and then adjusted for trend 
4 
to generate the new forecast. 
The operation of Brown's linear exponential smoothing 
method requires that three data values and one smoothing 
constant be stored. The equations necessary for /Brown's 
linear exponential smoothing method are: 
SES(t)=Alpha« Y(t) + U-Alpha)-SES(t-l) (2.4) 
DES(t)=Alpha-SES(t) + U-Alpha)-DES(t-l) (2.5) 
A(t)=SES(t)+CSES(t)-DES(t)) (2.6) 
B(t) = [Alpha/(1-Alpha)] • (SES(t)-DES(t)J (2.7) 
FcstCt + tc)=A(t)+B(t).k (2.8) 
where: SES(t)=the single exponential smoothed value 
at the present time period t. 
DES(t)=the double exponential smoothed value 
at the present time period t. 
Fcst(t+k)=the demand forecast for Ic time 
periods ahead. 
A(t)=the difference between the single and 
double smoothed values and added to the 
single smoothed value. 
4.  Maicridalcis and Wheelwright, op.  clt., p.  61. 
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B(t)=the trend adjustment factor for the 
present time period. 
k=the number of time periods ahead for which 
the forecast is desired. 
One of the problems inherent in the single 
exponential smoothing method is also present in the linear 
exponential smoothing method: during the initial time 
period there are no single or double exponential smoothed 
values for the Previous time period. Since there" were 
thirty-three previous demand data values for each 
component available in this study, the obstacle was 
overcome by setting the single and double exponential 
smoothed values equal to the demand in the first time 
period. This win introduce an error factor into the 
initial forecasts but due to the exponential smoothing 
practice of assigning decreasing weights to the past 
demand values this error will become negligible after a 
short number of periods. The number of periods it taJces 
for the initial single and double smoothed values to lose 
their importance will be a function of the smoothing 
constant chosen (see figure 3.). 
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Holt's Two Parameter Linear Exponential Smoothing 
Brown's method of linear exponential smoothing 
attempts to remove the time lag of forecasts when a trend 
Is involved by Incorporating single and double smoothing 
techniques with a trend adjustment factor into its 
computations. Holt's method of linear exponential 
smoothing is similar in principle to Brown's method, 
except a separate double smoothing calculation is not 
performed. Instead of a separate double smoothing 
calculation Holt's method of linear exponential smoothing 
adjusts for trend directly. The most significant 
advantage of Holt's method over Brown's method is its 
inherent flexibility derived from the practice of 
smoothing the trend values with a smoothing constant that 
is different from that used in the smoothing of the 
original demand data time series. 
Forecasts which are generated using Holt's 
two-parameter linear exponential smoothing method require 
three stored values and two smoothing constants in three 
equations. The equations necessary for forecast 
generation using Holt's method are: 
SES(t)=Alpha-Y(t)+(l-Alpha)-[SES(t-l)+B(t-l)l        (2.9) 
B(t)=Gamma-[SES(t)-SES(t-l)]+(1-Gamma)*B(t-1)       (2.10) 
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Fcst(t+(c)=SES(t)+R(t)-k (2.11) 
where:  SES(t)=the single exponential smoothed value 
at the present time period t. 
B(t)=the smoothed trend at the present time 
period t. 
Fcst(t+»c)=the demand forecast for k time 
periods ahead. 
<=the number of periods into the future for 
the forecast is desired. 
Equation (2.9) adjusts the single exponential 
smoothed value directly for the trend of the previous 
period, B(t-l), by adding it to the previous single 
exponential smoothed value, SES(t-l). By adjusting the 
single smoothed value for trend the time-lag is eliminated 
which thereby brings the single exponential smoothed value 
to the  approximate  level  of  the  current  demand  data 
5 
time-series. 
The trend equation, equation (2.10), updates the 
current trend which is expressed as the difference between 
the two previous single smoothed values and added to the 
previous  smoothed  trend  value.  The larger the value of 
5.  P.J.  Harrison,  'Short Term Sales  Forecasting,* 
Applied Statistics (1965), Volume 14, 102-39. 
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Gamma, the trend smoothing constant, the more weight is 
assigned to the most recent trend value. Gamma, 
therefore, acts in a manner completely analogous to the 
smoothing constant used in the general form of single 
exponential smoothing. 
By inspection of eguation (2.10) it is evident that 
the trend smoothing equation is the equivalent of equation 
(2.1) except that the trend values are substituted for the 
demand data time-series values. The forecasts generated 
from Holt's method are merely the basic single smoothed 
value plus a multiple of the trend adjustment factor. 
Adaptive Methods 
Just as linear exponential smoothing was developed to 
address one of the shortcomings of single exponential 
smoothing, namely the lagging of the forecasts when there 
is a trend present, the adaptive methods were developed to 
allow quicker response to changes in the pattern in the 
demand data time-series. The primary advantage of the 
adaptive methods is their flexibility in being able to 
adapt to many different demand patterns with little 
operator intervention. 
27 
Adaptive Response Rate Single Exponential Smoothing 
This method of forecasting uses the same general form 
as single exponential smoothing except that the values of 
Alpha, the smoothing constant, are continually changing 
automatically. This characteristic of different Alphas at 
different time periods is the adaptive response of the 
system and isLalso where the method derives its name. 
The primary advantage of this method over that of 
single exponential smoothing is that this technique does 
not require the specification of different smoothing 
constants for each different time-series. This seemingly 
trivial property is especially advantageous when thousands 
of products must be forecast as is the case with AJAX 
Corporation. The value of the smoothing constant must 
only oe specified once and then is changed automatically 
on an ongoing basis when the previous value of Alpha is no 
longer adequate. 
This adaptive response model was developed by Trigg 
and Leach. The equations necessary for the adaptive 
response rate single exponential smoothing are: 
Fcst(t+l)=Alpha(t)-Y(t)+tl-Alpha(t)]«Fcst(t)     (2.12) 
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where; Alp-ha(t + l) = E(t) 
MCt) 
C2.13) 
E(t)sBeta.e(t)+(l-Beta)-E(t-l) (2.14) 
=the smoothed error at time period t. 
M(t)=Beta • |e(t)| +(1-Beta)«M(t-1) (2.15) 
=the smoothed absolute error at time period t. 
e(t)=Y(t)-Fcst(t) (2.16) 
=the actual forecast error at time period t. 
In the Trigg and Leach development of the adaptive 
response rate method they state: 
"The most obvious way for the system to 
react automatically when forecasts go out of 
control is to increase the value of Alpha so as 
to give more weight to recent data and therefore 
more rapid homing in to the new situation. Once 
the system has homed in however, it is necessary 
to reduce the value of Alpha again in order once 
more to filter out the noise." 
Trigg and Leach achieved their two requirements by 
setting Alpha equal to the absolute value of the smoothed 
error divided by the  smoothed  absolute  error,  equation 
6. D.w. Trigg and A.G. Leach, 'Exponential Smoothing 
with an Adaptive Response Rate,' Operational Research 
Quarterly (1967), Volume 18, 54-55. 
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(2.13). Trie more rapid homing in is achieved through the 
automatic varying of Alpha,"while the reduction of Alpha 
is achieved through the smoothing of the errors and their 
subsequent effect on the calculation of Alpha in equation 
(2.13). The values of Alpha for a smoothing model always 
lie within the range of zero to positive one, and the 
absolute value of the smoothed error divided by the 
absolute smoothed error also lies within this range. 
Two different variations of the adaptive response 
rate single exponential smoothing model were investigated 
in this analysis. The first variation, the form developed 
by Trigg and Leach, uses the smoothing constant calculated 
in the present time period to generate the forecast for 
the following time period. The second variation employs a 
minor modification. This second form incorporates a 
time-lag into the use of Alpha. Under the modified Trigg 
and Leach model the Alpha calculated during the present 
time period is not used until the next time period for the 
generation of the forecast for its following time period. 
In other words, under the original Trigg and Leach model 
Alpha(2) would be used to generate a forecast for the 
third time period. In the modified form Alpha(2) is used 
in the third time period to generate the forecast for the 
fourth time period. 
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The primary reason for introducing the modification, 
a time-lag in the use of Alpha, is due to the property 
that an adaptive response system is often overly sensitive 
to changes in the demand data time-series. The time-lag 
therefore, reduces some of the model's sensitivity and 
provides the basis for more stable and conservative 
forecasts., 
Brown's One-Parameter Adaptive Method 
Brown's one-parameter adaptive method, as, Its name 
implies, uses a single smoothing constant with a value 
Detween zero and one. Harrison, in his article 
"Short-Term Sales Forecasting", argues that Brown's 
adaptive method is the most satisfactory model for 
generating forecasts for non-seasonal demand data 
time-series. 
The primary difference of Brown's method from other 
forecasting methodologies investigated in this study is 
that the current value of the errors is smoothed as 
opposed to the smoothing of the actual demand data. This 
method is a special case of the Holt's two-parameter 
previously discussed.  The equations required for the 
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application of Brown's one-parameter adaptive method are: 
2 
SES(t)=SES(t-l)+B(t-l)+(l-Gamma ).ER(t) (2.17) 
2 
B(t)=8(t-1)+(1-Gamma) -fCR(t) (2.18) 
ER(t)=Y(t)-Fcst(t) (2.19) 
Fcst(t + <)=SES(t)+B(t)-k: (2.20) 
where: SES(t)=smoothed value with the error adjustment 
term at time period t. 
B(t)=smoothed error at time period t. 
ER(t)=the actual forecast error at time period t. 
Fcst(t+k)=the forecast for the kith period ahead. 
Gamma is the equivalent  of  the  smoothing constant 
used  in the other models and determines the rate at which 
the  the  past  demand data  loses  significance in  the 
determination of the new forecasts. 
The  primary  advantages  of  Brown's  one-parameter 
adaptive method are: 
1.  It is logical and easily understood. 
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2. It usfes only one parameter and four data 
values, three of which must be stored and 
the fourth Is the demand for the present 
time period which is an Input to the system. 
3. It Is easily applied and used in practice. 
AJAX Moving Average Model 
The forecasting methodology presently used by AJAX 
Corporation is a weighted moving average. The equation 
used for the generation of forecasts is as follows: 
t-1 
Fcst(t+1)=[.6667»*>  Y(l)]+YCt) (2.21) 
l=t-6  
where: ¥(t)=the demand for the current time 
period t. 
Y(i)=one of the previous six months 
demand. 
3B 
This method requires that the six previous demand 
data values be stored. This large data storage 
requirement is one of the major drawbacks of the moving 
average technique of forecasting and one of the reasons 
for which the various exponential smoothing techniques 
were developed. 
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CHAPTER 3 
FORECASTING ACCURACY MEASURES 
In business today the overriding evaluation criterion 
of performance is the "bottom line", performance and not 
promised performance is the criterion by which all actions 
are typically -Judged. It is for this reason that the 
accuracy of a forecasting system is generally the most 
Important characteristic used for comparison among models. 
While accuracy is of great Importance in choosing a 
forecasting methodology, there are certain guestions which 
when answered will benefit the forecaster in his efforts 
to choose a single forecasting methodology. These 
questions are: 
1. Can more accuracy be obtained if a more 
formal or mathematically rigorous 
forecasting methodology is employed? 
2. If higher levels of accuracy can be achieved 
by using more formal methodologies, how much 
of an Increase in accuracy will result 
through  the  use  of  the more formal 
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methodology? 
At the present time there is no one criterion of 
forecasting accuracy which is employed by all firms. 
Since this is the case, various measures of forecasting 
accuracy will be used to evaluate the overall performance 
of the models chosen for investigation. The measures of 
forecasting accuracy which will be employed in this 
analysis are: 
1. Mean-Squared-Error (MSE) 
2. Percentage Error CPE) 
3. Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE) 
4. Theil's U-Statistic 
Mean-Sguared-Error (MSE) 
The mean-sguared-error is defined as: 
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N 2 
MSE = 2I(Y(t)-Fcst(t)) (3.1) 
t=l  
N 
where:   ¥(t) = actual demand data for period t. 
Fcst(t) = forecast for period t. 
N = number of demand data points. 
MSE = mean-squared-error 
In practical applications of the mean-squared-error 
as the selection criterion, the model which produces the 
minimum mean-squared-error is considered the best. There 
are two problems, however, when the mean-squared-error Is 
used in this way. 
The first problem is that the mean-squared-error as a 
measure of forecasting accuracy is contingent upon the 
methods used in the model fitting and parameter 
determination stage. The mean-squared-error which Is 
calculated for a smoothing model is dependent upon the 
initial values assigned, whereas the mean-squared-error 
developed for an adaptive method Is part of an evolving 
error with constantly changing smoothing weights. Since 
the development of the mean-squared-error varies from 
model to model, comparison among models is therefore based 
on a non-standardized characteristic which provides little 
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relative comparitlve value among models. 
The second problem deals with the fact that the 
mean-squared-error is an absolute measure of accuracy and 
as such does not permit the comparison of different 
time-series. As an absolute measure the comparison 
problem is further complicated by the fact that comparison 
at different time periods is impossible. 
It is for these two shortcomings that the following 
methods of measuring forecasting accuracy were developed. 
These methods were developed to provide a measure of 
accuracy in relative terms and to allow comparison among 
the more statistically rigorous forecasting models and the 
simpler forecasting models. 
Percentage Error (PE) 
The percentage error Is a relative comparison measure 
which states the difference between the actual demand data 
and the forecasts on a period by period basis. The 
percent error at time period t is calculated in the 
following manner: 
PE(t) = [(Y(t)-Fcst(t))/Y(t)]-100% (3.2) 
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where: 'PE(t) = percent error at time period t. 
Y(t) = demand data for period t. 
Fcst(t) = forecasted demand for time period t. 
The problem associated with the percentage error as a 
method of comparison is that the comparison can only be 
carried out from one period to the next. Thus, the 
percentage error provides no overall measure of a model's 
forecasting accuracy across the entire time-series. If 
the mean of the percentage errors is found a difficulty 
arises oecause the positive and negative errors should 
offset each other if the forecasts are unbiased. Unbiased 
forecasts win result in a mean percentage error very 
close to zero while biased forecasts will result In a 
larger mean percentage error value. If the forecasts are 
biased, th-eiT the size of the mean percentage error will 
give an indication of the direction of the bias introduced 
by the particular forecasting model. 
Mean Absolute Percentage Error, (MAPS) 
The mean absolute percentage error provides an 
alternative method for combining the forecast errors, the 
mean absolute percentage error is the sum of the absolute 
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values of the individual percentage errors divided by the 
number of percentage errors calculated., The MAPE is 
calculated using the following equation: 
N 
MAPE =  2~ |pE(t]| (3.3) 
t = l  
N 
where:  PE(t) = percentage error for time period t. 
N = total number of percentage errors. 
Thus, the primary advantage of the mean absolute 
percentage error is that it aives a relative measure of 
forecasting accuracy across one demand data time-series 
and provides a standardized measure which can be used to 
compare different forecasting models. However, one of the 
main drawbacks of the mean absolute percentage error is 
that equal weighting, 1/N, is given to both large and 
small forecast errors. This is a disadvantage because the 
large forecast errors are inherently more costly than the 
small forecast errors. 
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Theii's u-statistic 
The mean-squared-error provides an accuracy criterion 
which is difficult to base comparisons on because of its 
absolute nature. The mean absolute percentage error 
provides a relative comparison criterion but ignores the 
costs of large forecast errors, Theil, in his book 
Applied Economic Forecasting, developed a forecasting 
accuracy criterion that not only gives more weight to the 
large forecast errors but also provides a relative 
comparison criterion. This forecasting accuracy measure, 
Theil *,s U-statlstic, squares the forecast errors so that 
the large forecast errors are given more weight than the 
small forecast errors. Thus, giving more weight to the 
large errors allows the large costs associated with these 
errors to be considered. 
Mathematically, Theii's U-statistic is calculated in 
the following manner: 
■\ N-.l 2 
XZc^RCCt + D-ARCCt+l))   /N-l 
U-Statistic  =    /  t = l (3.4) 
N-l 2 
5Z(ARC(t + D)   /N-l 
t=l 
7.  H.  Theil, Applied Economic Forecasting  (Amsterdam: 
North Holland Publishing Co., 1966), pp.  26-32. 
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where: FRC(t-H) = Fcst(t+l)-Y(t) 
Y(t) 
= the forecasted relative change 
ARC(t+l) = Y(t+1)-Y(t) 
YCt) 
= the actual relative change 
Equation (3.4). can be simplified by substituting the 
values of FRC(t+l) and ARC(t+lfinto the equation. When 
this is done the calculation of Theil's U-Statistic is 
simplified and the following equation results: 
N-l 
WFcstCt + n-YCt + l A / 
/   i Y(t+i) j/N-1 
t=l 
U-Statistic= / ■         (3.5) 
N-l. .2 
^Y(t-M)-YCt) 
YCt)    y/ N-l 
In order to interpret Theil's u-Statistlc its range 
of values and their implications must be defined. The 
U-Statistic will equal zero when the forecasted relative 
change equals the actual relative change, which occurs 
only when the forecasts are perfect (there is no forecast 
error).  The U-Statistic will have a value of one when the 
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V.- 
forecasted relative change equals zero, this occurs only 
if the forecast errors are equal to those that would be 
obtained if no change in the demand data time-series was 
forecast. 
The possible ranges and and interpretations  of 
Thell's u-statistic are summarized as follows: 
1. U-statistic =1, The use of the previous 
demand data value as the forecast for the 
next period (naive method)  is as good a 
method  as  the  method  for which the 
i 
u-Statistic was calculated. 
2. U-statistic < 1, The forecasting technique 
for which the U-Statistic is calculated is 
better than the naive method. The smaller 
the value of the U-Statistic, the better the 
forecasting method is relative to the naive 
method. 
3. U-statistic > 1, The use of the model for 
which the u-statistic was calculated gives 
worse results than those that would be 
obtained by using the naive method. The 
larger this value is, the better the naive 
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method  is   In comparison. 
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CHAPTER 4 
TRACKING SIGNALS 
i 
In the model determination stage and  the  subsequent 
setting of parameters, it is desired to achieve an optimum 
flexibility of response.   During  this  stage  a balance 
between  the  prospective  costs  associated with the two 
types of  errors  inherent  in a  forecasting system is 
sought.   The  two  types  of  errors  associated with  a 
forecasting system are: 
1. The failure to react and transmit a signal 
indicating a true change in the behavior of 
the demand data time-series. 
2. The indication and reaction to a perceived 
change in the demand data time-series when 
in fact no change has occured. 
The smoothing parameters are chosen in order to 
balance these two types of errors. The problem, however, 
is in how to monitor the resulting performance of the 
forecasting system when it is in use. It is desired that 
a forecasting system produce neither type of  forecasting 
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error consistently. Questions will Inevitably arise the 
first time the forecasting system generates a forecast 
which is not within the expected range of forecasts: 
1. Is the model chosen for forecasting 
inadequate for the demand data time-series? 
2. Are the original conditions under which it 
was assumed the model would operate 
changing, thereby requiring a change in 
parameters or operator Intervention? 
The first time the unexpected forecast is generated 
it can sometimes be shown that neither of the two 
preceeding conditions exist simply by recheclcing the 
calculations and analyzing the consistency of the 
observations (filtering). If there are no computational 
errors in evidence then the forecast generated must be 
analyzed to determine how extreme It is. This analysis is 
accomplished by examining the errors (the difference 
between the forecasts and the actual demand data) 
generated by the forecast model. 
8.  Wood, op.  clt.f p.  160. 
j V. 
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The two most frequently used tracking signals were 
analyzed in this investigation. These two tracking 
signals are: 
1. Cumulative sum of forecast errors 
2. Smoothed forecast errors 
Cumulative Sum of Forecast Errors 
Brown, in his book Smoothing Forecasting and 
Prediction of Discrete Time Series, developed a tracking 
system that is compatible for use with the various 
smoothing methods. At the outset of the use of the chosen 
forecasting model, the tracking signal is set to zero. As 
the forecasts are generated the tracking signal will vary 
in relation to the series of forecast errors. Brown 
developed the tracking signal such that if the forecast 
errors are unbiased (no consistent pattern of positive or 
negative errors) then the tracking signal will have a 
value which fluctuates around zero. If however, the 
forecasting system generates forecasts which produce a 
bias in the forecast errors then the tracking signal will 
move  away  from  zero in a positive or negative direction 
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.-* 
depending upon the sign of the forecasting errors. 
The equations  used  to  calculate  Brown's  Tracking 
9 
Signal are: 
TS(t) = CSE(t)       ^ (4.1) 
MAD(t) 
where: CSE(t) = The cumulative sum of forecast errors 
at time period t that have occured 
since the forecast model or its 
parameters were selected. 
MAD(t) = Mean absolute deviation for period t. 
= Alpha.|Y(t)-Fcst(t)|+(1-Alpha)» -MADCt-1) 
Whenever the tracking signal inicates a required 
change in the forecast model or its parameters, the value 
for the cumulative sum of forecast errors CCSE(t)) Is set 
to zero. The mean absolute deviation (MAD(t)) is not 
reset to zero but instead it is continually updated in the 
usual manner. The value of the cumulative sum of forecast 
errors is reset to zero whenever the model or Its 
parameters are changed in order to allow reliable tracking 
of the new variationofthe model. By resetting the 
cumulative sum of errors the new tracking signal will 
9.  Thomopoulos, op.  clt., p.  306. 
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fluctuate around zero while the forecasts are in control. 
In order to determine when the tracking signal 
indicates . that the forecasts are out of control, control 
limits must be determined. The standard deviation of the 
tracking signal is calculated in the followina manners 
^ 1-Beta   ^ 
ry   ^.884    /      2N (4.2) 
w
 TS       \/ 1-Beta 
where: Beta = l-Alpha 
N = the number of terms in the smoothing model 
(N=l for single smoothing, N=2 for double 
smoothing) 
When the forecasting system generates unbiased 
forecasts the mean of the tracking signal will be zero. 
The upper and lower control limits of the tracking signal, 
therefore, are determined using the standard normal 
distribution table; +1.96 times the tracking signal 
standard deviation for the upper control limit and -i.96 
times the tracking signal standard deviation for the lower 
control limit, both of these limits are for a ninety-five 
percent confidence interval that the forecast errors are 
random. 
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In  1964  Trigg developed a  different  method for 
tracking a  forecasting  system because he realized that 
Brown's method of cumulative sum of  forecast  errors had 
the following two disadvantages: 
1. "Once the tracking signal has gone out of 
limits it will not necessarily return within 
limits even though the forecasting system 
itself comes . back into control. 
Conseguently, intervention is necessary to 
set the sum of errors back to zero if future 
false alarms are to be avoided. Such 
interventions can be tedious and tend to be 
neglected when several hundred items are 
being forecast." 
2. "Ironically, if the system starts to give 
exceptionally accurate forecasts the 
tracking signal may go out of limits. For 
example, if perfect forecasts begin to 
occur, the M.A.D. will tend to zero whilst 
the sum of errors will remain unaltered. 
This clearly leads to the tracking signal 
tending to infinity."10 
10.   D.W.   Trigg,  'Monitoring  a  Forecasting System,' 
Operational Research Quarterly (1964), Volume 15, p.  271. 
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Smoothed Forecast Errors 
In Oder to address the two perceived shortcomings, 
Trigg presented the following tracking signal as an 
alternative. Trlgg replaced the cumulative sum of 
forecast errors with the value of the smoothed forecast 
errors. Trigg's tracking signal Is calculated using the 
following eguations: 
SE(t)= Alpha-(Y(t)-Fcst(t))+(l-Alpha)«SE(t-l)   (4.3) 
MAD(t)= Alpha«hf(t)-Fcst(t)| +(1-Alpha)«MAD(t-l)   (4.4) 
TS(t)= SE(t)/MAD(t) (4.5) 
where: SE(t)=smoothed forecast error at time period t. 
MAD(t)=mean absolute deviation at time period t, 
TS(t)=tracking signal at time period t. 
The tracking signal will tend towards plus or minus 
one if all of the forecast errors have the same sign. 
These values, plus or minus one, constitute the limits 
within which the tracking signal must lie. Large values 
of the tracking signal indicate that the forecasts 
generated by the forecasting system are either 
consistently larger or consistently smaller than the 
demand  data time-series.   If  a  system  is  generating 
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accurate forecasts, then approximately one half of the 
forecast errors^should be positive and and one half^should 
be negative which results in a tracking signal that 
fluctuates around zero. Therefore, large values of the 
tracking signal indicate that the forecasting system is 
not producing accurate and unbiased forecasts. 
In order to determine whether or not the system is in 
control, the standard deviation of the tracking signal or 
the control limits must be specified. Brown developed the 
following relationship, based on empirical results, for 
the standard deviation of the tracking signal: 
Q- ^.55^Upha (4.6) 
TS 
Batty, in his article "Monitoring an Exponential 
Smoothing Forecasting System", determined that for a 
smoothing constant of .1 the tracking signal would lie 
within the limits of plus or minus .42 for a single 
smoothing model. This value is larger than that obtained 
by Brown's eguation but Batty's results are based on a 
simulation of different data patterns. Trigg also 
developed' limits for the tracking signal and these limits 
were similar to those developed by Batty. 
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When the tracking signal lies within the control 
limits, neither the forecasting model or its parameters 
are changed. If the tracking signal moves outside of its 
control limits then a change in the forecasting model or 
its parameters is made. By changing the parameters the 
forecast is revised in order to take into account the more 
recent data and-any outside knowledge that the forecaster 
might have. 
Trigg's method for a forecast tracking signal, 
eguations (4.3-5), is very similar to the method used to 
vary the smoothing constant in the adaptive response rate 
single exponential smoothing model, eguation (2.13). In 
fact Trigg and Leach based their adaptive response rate 
system on Trigg's tracking signal model. 
The primary value of Trigg's method of monitoring a 
forecast is its indication that the system has gone awry. 
This tracking signal does not have the disadvantages 
associated with Brown's method which is of considerable 
Importance when there are a large number of items which 
must be forecast. 
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CHAPTER 5 
ANALYSIS AND RESULTS 
in Chapter 2 it was stated that the exponential 
smoothing techniques investigated in this feasibility 
study were chosen because they generally orovide adequate 
representation of a group of time-series. Therefore, 
since the models are to be chosen to represent a group of 
time-seri.es the performance of the models will be 
evaluated on an aggregate basis. The performance of each 
of these models will be compared with the performance of 
the moving average technique presently employed by AJAX 
Corporation. 
Data Analysis 
The first step of the analysis was the determination 
of the statistical characteristics exhibited by the 
different demand data time-series to which the models 
would be applied. These statistical characteristics are 
summarized in Table 1.: 
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DATA STATISTICAL CHARACTERISTICS 
COMPONENT 
- 
STANDARD COEFFICIENT 
. NUMBER MEAN DEVIATION RANGE OF VARIATION 
65107 249.4 130.1 32- 744 52.14 
65235 642.2 209.5 264-1232 32.6 
65330 261.8 101.4 72- 520 38.7 
65340 312.2 124.9 112- 560 39.9 
65471 177.9 86.8 40- 392 48.8 
65611 698.8 435.1 200-2184 62.3 
65651 264.2 192.2 16- 704 72.7 
65694 235.8 127.1 34- 514 53.9 
65816 532.1 267.7 80-1176 50.3 
65819 598.8 310.5 104-1504 51.8 
65906 508.6 225.9 144-1400 44.4 
66061 279.8 143.2 84- 836 51.2 
66093 109.1 45.4 16- 208 41.6 
66122 436.2 254.9 96-1084 58.4 
66905 256.2 227.7 8-1056 88.8 
Table l. 
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The coefficient of variation ([standard 
deviation/mean]•100%) listed In Table 1. shows that there 
is considerable variation within each demand data 
time-series and also among the different demand data 
time-seriej}. While knowledge of the statistical 
characteristics of the different ' time-series is 
beneficial, more information about the time-series is 
necessary for a complete data analysis. The determination 
of recurring patterns in the time-series is useful in 
explaining some of the statistical characteristics. For 
example: a time-series which exhibits a strong positive 
or negative trend would also show great variability among 
the demand data as its characteristics are presented in 
Table 1., but the presence of a trend helps to 
mathematically explain the source of this variability. 
If, on the other hand, the demand values were seeming 
random occurences with no discernible pattern then 
mathematical explanation of the variability would be 
difficult. 
In order to determine whether or not any patterns 
existed in the demand data an autocorrelation analysis was 
performed on the data for time-lags of up to twelve time 
periods (months). Autocorrelation coefficients afe 
calculated in the following manner: 
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> [(Y(t)-Y)«(Y(t+lQ-Y)J 
rU) =  t = l (5.1) 
^      - 
2 
> (Y(t)-Y) 
.' t;=i 
where: r()c)=the autocorrelation coefficient for k 
time-lags, 
i Y(t)=the demand value for time period t. 
/ 
Y=the average demand. 
n=the number of demand values. 
Box and Pierce developed a test which uses the 
autocorrelation coefficients to determine whether or not a 
group of autocorrelations are significantly different than 
zero. The test is based on the Box-Pierce Q-statistic and 
the Chi-Squared distribution. If the Q-statistic is less 
than the corresponding value from the Chi-Squared 
distribution then the autocorrelations used to calculate 
the Q-statistic are not significantly different than zero. 
This indicates that the data from which the 
autocorrelation coefficients were calculated are random. 
If the Q-statistic is larger than the corresponding value 
from    the   cVii-Squared *  distribution   then   the 
11. G.E.P. Box and D.A. Pierce, 'Distribution of the 
Residual Autocorrelations in Autoregressive-Integrated 
Moving Average Time Series Models,' Journal of the 
American Statistical Association, Volume 65, pp.  1509-26. 
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autocorrelations are significantly different than zero 
which indicates the existence of some pattern in the data. 
The O-statlstic is calculated as follows: 
^M_    2 
Q-statistic=N«2_rOO (5.2) 
lc=l 
wh>re:  r(ic)=the autocorrelation coefficient for Jc 
time-lags. 
M=the largest time lag included. 
M=the number of data points used to calculate 
the autocorrelation coefficients. 
The value from the Chl-Squared distribution for a 90% 
significance level is 17.275 and for a 95% significance 
level is 19.675. The results of the Box-Pierce 
Q-statistic analysis are presented in Table 2.: 
J 
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p-STATISTIC ANALYSIS 
COMPONENT 
NUMBER Q-STATISTIC 
65107 8.914 
65235 9.416 
65330 7.274 
65340 8.039 
65471 24.936 
65611 31.344 
65651 19.667 
65694 6.842 
65816 12.471 
65819 10.291 
65906 7.251 
66061 19.258 
66093 6.387 
66122 9.150 
66905 9.932 
CLASSIFICATION (90% significance) 
RANDOM 
RANDOM 
RANDOM 
RANDOM 
NON-RANDOM 
NON-RANDOM 
NON-RANDOM 
RANDOM 
RANDOM 
RANDOM 
RANDOM 
NON-RANDOM 
RANDOM 
RANDOM 
RANDOM 
Table 2. 
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Component 65471 is non-random at the 90% and 95% 
significance level. The pattern present In the demand 
data of this component occurs at three time-lags which 
indicates some type of quarterly pattern. Component 65611 
exhibits a strong positive trend which is also significant 
r 
at  the  90%  and 95% significance level.  While component 
65651 has a Q-statistic which indicates non-randomness  at 
the  90%  significance  level,  the  determination of  a 
dominant pattern is difficult because  the  data exhibits 
basically two patterns which are connected by a step which 
i 
occured during period twenty.  Component 66061 also has a 
Q-statistic which  is significant at the 90% level.  This 
non-randomness is due to the significant autocorrelation 
for  three time-lags,  while the Q-statistic for component 
66905 does  indicate randomness,   inspection  of  the 
autocorrelations  reveals a positive trend.  The reason 
that the Q-statlstic indicates randomness is the result of 
one demand value which appears to be an outlier.  This one 
demand value seems to disrupt the trend and therefore the 
significance of  the Q-statistlc  All of the time-series 
except the two which have a trend do show stationarlty 
among the data as determined by their autocorrelations. 
© 
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Model Analysis 
The demand data time-series will be separated into 
random and non-random groups as indicated by the 
Box-Pierce Q-statistic test. The Aspin-Welsh Test 
(Approximate t-test) will be used to determine if the 
difference in the model's performance amojjg groups of 
time-series is significant. This grouping of the 
time-series will allow the possibility of recommending 
that different models be used for the random and 
non-random time-series groups. 
In order to eliminate the necessity of writing the 
complete model name each time it is referenced the 
following acronyms will be used: 
1. ARRSES- adaptive response .. rate single 
exponential smoothing (one time-lag in the 
use of alpha). 
2. ARRNTL- adaptive response rate single 
exponential smoothing (no time-lag in the 
use of alpha). 
3. BOPAM-  Brown's  one-parameter   adaptive 
method'; 
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4. 80PLES-  Brown's   one-parameter   linear 
exponential smoothing. 
5. HTPLES-   Holt's   two-parameter   linear 
exponential smoothing. 
6. MOPAM-  modified  Brown's   one-parameter 
adaptive method. 
7. SEXSMO- single exponential smoothing. 
8. AJAXMA-AJAX moving average. 
r\ 
The modified Brown's one-parameter adaptive method is 
the same as Brown's method in every respect except the 
weighting given to the error term in eguation (2.17). 
Brown's method gives (1-Gamma ) weighting to the error 
term whereas the modified method gives (1-Gamma) 
weighting to the error term in eguation (2.17). At large 
values of Gamma the modified method gives less weight to 
the error term which results in more conservative 
forecasts which would be desired for the random 
time-series used in this feasibility study. 
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The model performance analysis will be based on 
Theil's U-statistic and the mean absolute percentage error 
(M4PE). All of the forecasting techniques examined except 
for the moving average technique employed bv AJAX required 
that an optimum smoothing parameter be determined. 
Smoothing parameters outside of the generally acceptable 
range were not evaluated or considered. The optimum 
smoothing parameter for the various models was chosen as 
that value of the smoothing parameter  which  resulted  in 
the lowest average Theil's "iT-statistic 
t 
Table 3. presents the optimum smoothing parameter 
for the various models: 
OPTIMUM SMOOTHING PARAMETERS 
COMPOSITE RANDOM NON-RANDOM 
ARRNTL .05 .05 .05 
ARRSES .05 .05 .05 
BOPAM .90 .90 .90 
BOPLES .05 .05 .05 
HTPLES .05 .05 .05 
MOPAM .90 .90 .90 
SEXSMO .05 .05 .05 
Table 3. 
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The possibility of the average Theil's U-statistic 
being equal among models is small but in the event that 
this does occur that model with the smaller average MAPE 
will be deemed the best. Table 4a. summarizes the 
average Theil's u-statistic for the various models and 
Table 4b.' summarizes the average MAPE's: 
AVERAGE THEIL'S U-STATISTIC 
COMPOSITE RANDOM NON-RANDOM 
AJAXMA .85 .86 .84 
ARRNTL .97 .96* 1.00 
ARRSES .81 .82 .79 
BDPAM .76 .75 .78 
BOPLES .72 .72 .73 
HTPLES .64 .65 .61 
MOPAM .64 .66 .60 
SEXSMO .65 .65 .63 
Table 4a. 
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AVERAGE MAPE 
COMPOSITE • RANDOM NON-RANDOM 
AJAXMA 49.71 47.85 54.82 
ARRNTL 56.09 55.14 71.96 
ARRSES 49.83 47.02 57.56 
BOPAM 48.30 44.83 57.84 
BOPLES 46.41 42.97 55.88 
HTPLES 47.21 46.25 49.83 
MOPAM 49.25 48.80 50.48 
SEXSMO 45.76 43.89 50.90 
Table 4b, 
According to the results presented in Tables 4a. and 
4b. Holt's two-parameter linear exponential smoothing^ 
the modified Brown's one-parameter adaptive method and 
single exponential smoothing are the three best models in 
each of the three demand data time-series categories. 
These three models all show a minimum of 10% better 
performance over the remaining models based on the Theil's 
U-statistic criterion. 
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Table 5. presents the apparent rankings of these 
three models with ties (equal U-statistics) being broken 
by the MAPE criterion: 
'"" MODEL RANKINGS 
NON-RANDOM 
HTPLES 1* 2* 3 
MOPAM 2* 3 1 
SEXSMO 3 1* 2 
* Tie broken by MAPE criterion 
Table 5. 
COMPOSITE RANDOM 
 
 
12 The  Aspin-Welsh Test   was   then  performed  to 
determine  if  their  was  a  significant  differnece  In 
performance among the three apparent best  models.   The 
following steps comprise the Aspin-Welsh Test: 
1.  Hypothesis:  X(1)=X(2) 
12.  Ralph E.  Disney, 'Practical Statistics,'  Industrial 
Engineering Handbook, Third Edition, PP.  1076-77. 
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2. Set N(l) and N(2) 
3. Determine the significance level desired 
4. Calculate  the  sample  standard  deviation 
tSCl) and S(2)] 
5. Calculate 7m - ~xm  
t=       I22\ 
S(l) /N(l)+S(2) /N(2) 
6,  Calculate 2 
S(l) /N(l) 
C=      2 2 
S(l) /M(l)Vs(2) /N(2) 
7. Look up corresponding t(©0 value from the 
t-distribution table using: 
 1  
n=    2 2 
c /(N(l)-l)+(l-c )/(N(2)-l) 
8. Compare t value found in step 5. with the 
corresponding t(p<)   f^rom step 7. and reject 
the hypothesis if t > t(<*0 '. 
In order that the Aspin-Welsh Test can be performed 
the standard deviations of Theil's U-statistic for the 
three models under consideration must be determined. 
Thes« values are presented in Table 6.: 
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STANDARD..DEVIATION OF THEIL'S U-STATISTIC 
COMPOSITE RANDOM MOM-RANDOM 
HTPLES .13 .27 .23 
MOPAM ..25 .28 
•
19 
SEXSMO .22 .26 .07 
Table 6. 
The Aspln-Welsh Test did not indicate any significant 
performance differences at a significance level greater 
than 20% among models within the demand data time-series 
groups. One of the possible reasons why no significant 
differences were indicated is that the Aspin-Welsh Test 
requires that the samples yeild a large amount of 
information. Therefore, the effect of using small sample 
sizes, four means for the non-random group and eleven 
means for the random group, in conjunction with very small 
performance differences results in this test being less 
discerning than the standard normal test. The standard 
normal test could not be applied in this situation because 
it assumes that the standard deviations are equal which is 
an assumption that the Aspln-Welsh Test does not make. 
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Furthermore the Aspin-Welsh Test did not indicate any 
significant performance differences across the time-series 
groups at levels of significance greater than  40%.   Once 
■i 
again this lacx of discerning ability could be causing an 
error  in  which  it  is  concluded  that  there  is  no 
significant performance difference when in actuality there 
is a significant performance difference. 
The use of the alternative forecasting methods 
investigated in this feasibility study win in every case 
except one, show better performance as measured by the 
average Theil's u-statistic than the model presently 
employed by AJAX Corporation. As a measure of how much 
better these other methods perform, the percentage 
increase (delta percent) was calculated. The delta 
percent is calculated in the following manner: 
Oelta Percent = Mean(f)-^ean(2) • 100%       (5.3) 
Mean(2) 
where:   Mean(2)=the comparison figure, in this case 
the performance of the AJAX moving 
average model. 
Mean(l)=the model which is to be compared 
to the comparison figure. 
When the  delta percent  is  expressed  in  the  form  of 
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equation (5.3) a negative value Indicates better 
performance. The 'results of the delta percent analysis 
are presented In Table 7.: 
DELTA PERCENT ANALYSIS 
COMPOSITE     RANOQ.M NON-RANDOM 
ARRNTL        14.12         11.62 19.05 
ARRSES        -4.71         -4.65 -5.95 
BOPAM       -10.59       -12.79 -7.14 
BOPLES      -15.29       -16.28 -13.10 
HTPLES      -24.71       -24.42"' -27.38 
MOPAM       -24.71       -23.26 -28.57 
SEXSMO      -23.53       -24.42 -25.00 
Table 7. 
This table shows that considerable improvement can be 
achieved through the use of an alternative forecasting 
methodology. Each of the three models which were deemed 
the best on the basis of the Thell's U-statistic, HTPLES, 
MOPAM and SEXSMO, all show a better forecasting 
performance  than  the  AJAX model which is significant at 
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the 90% level. Therefore, while it is not possible to 
determine which of the three models is best statistically, 
the Aspin-Welsh Test indicates that the performance 
difference which each one of these models holds over the 
present methodology is significant at the 90% significance 
level. 
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CHAPTER 6 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The purpose of this thesis was to investigate the 
feasibility of employing an ■alternative forecasting 
methodology for the AJAX Corporation. The weighted moving 
average forecasting method presently employed by AJAX was 
compared with seven different exponential smoothing 
methodologies using various performance criterion. The 
seven models should all prove to be beneficial to AJAX 
when the six factors presented in Chapter 1 are 
considered. 
When the seven exponential smoothing models are 
compared with the AJAX moving average model on a 
performance basis six of the seven models result in better 
forecasting performance. Three of these six forecasting 
methodologies exhibit considerably better performance 
which was found to be significant at the 90% level. The 
performance criterion on which this conclusion is based is 
the average Theii's U-statistic. 
in Table 2. the Box-Pierce Q-statistic analysis 
indicates that the majority of the demand data time-series 
are random in nature.  This conclusion  of  randomness  is 
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further supported by the fact that the optimum smoothing 
parameters, presented in Table 3., are such that they 
result  in most of the random fluctuations in the original 
j 
v 
demand data time-series being smoothed out. A smoothing 
parameter which gives considerably more weight to the most 
recent demand values will result in inaccurate forecasts 
if the data are essentially random. 
In Chapter 5 it was determined, using the Aspin-Welsh 
Test, that while there was a significant performance 
difference between the AJAX forecasting model and the 
three forecasting models deemed the best by this 
investigation, there was no significant performance 
difference among the three best models. Therefore, the 
recommendation of the one best forecasting methodology 
must be based on non-statistical performance criterion. 
The model which is recommended is the modified 
Brown's one-parameter adaptive method. The specific 
reasons for this recommendation are: 
1.  Holt's  two-parameter   linear  exponential 
^ smoothing  model  (HTPLES)  assumes  that  a 
trend is present in the original demand data 
time-series.   While  the HTPLES method does 
perform  well   in  the  limited  sample 
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investigated in this thesis, the assumption 
of linear trending cannot be adequately 
supported in light of the results of the 
autocorrelation and Box-Pierce Q-statistic 
analyses. 
2. Single exponential smoothing also exhibited 
acceptable forecasting performance on the 
time-series analyzed in this thesis. 
However, the fact that there are non-random, 
non-stationary component time-series which 
require forecasting results in the SEXSMO 
method not being the most desired method. 
The SEXSMO method will perform well on the 
random time-series but it is not responsive 
enough to provide acceptable forecasts for 
the non-random time-series. 
-A 
3. The modified Brown's one-parameter adaptive 
method (MOPAM) showed significantly better 
forecasting performance than the AJAX moving 
average model in all three time-series 
categories. The presence of the non-random 
and non-stationary component time-series is 
the  predominant  reason  for  choosing the 
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MOPAM method over the SEXSMO method. MOPAM 
is more responsive to changes in the demand 
pattern than SEXSMO which is desired in the 
non-random time-series groups, but, the use 
of the large smoothing constant (large 
damping effect) Keeps the model ffom being 
overly sensitive as the ARRSES and ARRNTL 
methods were found to be". 
Chapter 3 presented the forecasting accuracy 
criterion used^ in this thesis. <£hile the 
mean-sguared-error was not used as one of the comparison 
criterion because of its shortcomings explained in Chapter 
3, it was calculated for each model. The MSE reached its 
minimum value at or very near the optimum smoothing 
parameters presented for the different models in Table 3. 
Chapter 4 presented the two most commonly used 
tracking signals. After analyzing, the performance of both 
of these methods Trigg's tracking signal is recommended. 
Trigg's system reguires less operator intervention when 
the forecasts are indicated as being out of control. This 
reduced operator intervention should be especially 
attractive to  ABEX  Corporation  due  to  the  fact  that 
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thousands  of  components  will be  forecast and the work 
required to keep Brown's method operating correctly  would 
prove  to  be  burdensome  when so many components will be 
forecast.         ' < 
Recommendations for Future Work 
The analysis in this thesis demonstrates that AJAX 
Corporation can significantly improve the performance of 
Its forecasting system. The results and conclusions 
contained in this thesis however, are based on a small 
sample size. Therefore, it is recommended that more 
components be subject to the same analysis presented in 
this report. The Box-Pierce Q-statistic analysis might 
show that a significant proportion of the components have 
non-random time-series. If a significant portion of the 
time-series do prove to be non-random then the use of 
different forecasting methodologies for the random and 
non-random time-series groups may be desired. 
As a final recommendation AJAX Corporation should 
consider the use of a statistical demand filtering system. 
The statistical filtering of demand data would act in a 
manner  completely  analogous  to  the  forecast  tracking 
f 
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signal. Thus, not only will out of control forecasts be 
Drought to the attention of management but any demand data 
value which appears to be out of control will also be 
highlighted. The implementation of a statistical 
filtering system will require thati; a large number of 
demand values for the different components be analyzed to 
insure that the ranges of the actual demand variation are 
considered. The use of the statistical filtering and the 
tracking signal should both be used in the form ; of 
exception reporting. Thomopoulos' book, Applied 
Forecasting Methods, presents different filtering methods 
in Chapter 3. An analysis of a demand filtering system, 
however, requires that intimate knowledge of the factors 
affecting the component demand be known. Therefore, it 
would be impossible for the writer to be able to evaluate 
the performance of a demand filtering system due to the 
lack of knowledge concerning the reasons for a demand 
value being excessively high or low and the subsequent 
flagging of that demand value. 
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CHRPTEP 7 
SUMMARY 
the objective of this thesis was to develop a method 
for evaluating the performance of forecasting-models when 
the data which is to be forecast is highly variable. 
Models which were able to deal with a variety of the 
different demand patterns were chosen for the evaluation. 
The data analysis which consisted of basic 
statistical measures, autocorrelations and the Box-Pierce 
O^st.atistlc indicated that the time-series chosen for 
evaluation were predominantly random in nature. For the 
purpose of evaluating the model performance the 
time-series were divided into random and non-random 
groups. The Thell's U-statistic and mean absolute 
percentage error were not found to differ significantly 
between the time series categories for the same model. 
However, the Aspin-Welsh -Test did reveal that single 
exponential smoothing, Holt's two-parameter linear 
exponential smoothing and the author modified Brown's 
one-parameter adaptive method performed significantly 
better in both time-series categories. 
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The results of the analysis Indicated that the author 
modified Brown's one-paramter adaptive method should be 
chosen as the overall best model on both  statistical  and 
a 
non-statistical criteria. The use of the adaptive method 
as recommended, coupled with the use of a demand filtering 
system will allow the generation of better and more 
controlled forecasts for the cases studied. 
Finally, It is felt that by following the procedures 
described  in  this  thesis  the  evaluation of  several 
forecasting models will be  simplified.   This systematic 
approach will aid the user in making the forecasting 
decision. 
\ 
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